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E-Commerce
E-Commerce - The volume of business now being transacted via 'The Web' is increasing dramatically, day by day.
Virtually all of our customers have a website, if only for advertising and information dissemination. But, more and more
are using websites to enable customers to place orders for goods. Typically, these orders are validated and posted
directly into the sales order processing function, thus speeding the whole process, cutting costs and reducing errors.
Profile has a separate division that specialises in Web consultancy, design and implementation and will be pleased to
help you achieve business growth in this increasingly important area. [..more..]
E-Commerce - The volume of business now being transacted via 'The Web' is increasing dramatically, day by day.
Virtually all of our customers have a website, if only for advertising and information dissemination. But, more and more
are using websites to enable customers to place orders for goods. Typically, these orders are validated and posted
directly into the sales order processing function, thus speeding the whole process, cutting costs and reducing errors.
Profile has a separate division that specialises in Web consultancy, design and implementation and will be pleased to
help you achieve business growth in this increasingly important area. [..more..] First and foremost, e-Business is about
business, not technology. Secondly, e-Business is not about re-inventing your business. It's about streamlining your
current business processes to improve operating efficiencies, which in turn will strengthen the value you provide to your
customers - value that cannot be generated by any other means, and value that will enhance your competitive
advantage. Some of the business benefits of encompassing e-Business are:
- Ability to conduct business on a 24x7 basis.
- Access to global markets.
- Allows more targeted selling.
- Decreases the need for fixed assets (creation of "virtual companies").
- Enables companies to adapt quickly to change.
- Enables products and services to be more highly customised.
- Increases self-service style of trading.
- Increases the interaction with customers.
- World time zones no longer a barrier to trading. As companies incorporate Internet technology into their core business
processes, they start to achieve real business value. Today, small and large companies are using the Internet to
communicate with their partners, to connect with their back-office systems, and to transact commerce. This is eBusiness, where the strength and reliability of traditional Information Technology meets the Internet.
The key stages to becoming an e-Business are :
- Identify which core business processes are most suitable for, or most in need of, conversion to e-Business.
- Transform these core business processes.
- Build flexible and expandable e-Business applications.
- Run these applications in a highly available, secure and scalable environment.
- Leverage the knowledge and information that has been gained through the e-Business systems. Business IT Solutions
can advise on and assist with any or all stages of this e-Business life cycle.
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